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On «-bases in lattices of finite length 

ZSOLT LENGVARSZKY 

The notion of * -independence was introduced by G. CZEDLI in [2] as an ana-
logue of weak independence (see [1]). A subset H of a lattice L is called * -indepen-
dent if for all h, h}, ..., hnfH satisfying h=h1\/ ...\Jhn there is an i ( I s / i n ) such 
that h=ht. A maximal »-independent subset is called a »-basis of L. Let L be a 
lattice of finite length. Then two basic examples of »-bases are maximal chains and 
the set of all join-irreducible elements of L. 

In this note we extend the following result of [2]: 

Theorem A. Every *-basis of a finite distributive lattice L has at least |/0(L)| 
elements (J0(L) is the set of all join-irreducibles of L). 

We also determine the class of lattices of finite length which have the property 
that any two »-bases have the same number of elements. This class turns out to be 
exactly the class of planar distributive lattices. 

We will need the following well-known 

Lemma B (see [3]). Let D be a finite distributive lattice. If for the elements 
j, Xj, ..., x„£D we have j£J0(D) and j^x^ x„ then for some i, l^i^n. 

Let L be a lattice of finite length. For any interval [a, b] of length two in L let 
N„ib be a (possibly empty) set of new elements such that NaibnNCid=0 if a ^ c or 
b^d. We define a new lattice L containing L as a sublattice on the base set 
L\J 1J Nab by adding to the Hasse diagram of L the covering relations 

i([a,6])=2 
a<u and u<b for all Na<h and for all u£Naib. Then we say that L can be obtained 
by inserting new elements into L. 

Observe that for any join XjW ...\/xn in L we have either 

XiV.-.VXn = Xi 
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for some l s / g n or 

XjV.-.VXn = 5c,V...Vx„ 

where x—x denotes the mapping of L to L defined by 

b if x£Na>b = f ' 
U 1 

if x£L. 

Let S£yj be the class of lattices which can be obtained by inserting new elements 
into some finite distributive lattice. The following result extends Theorem A: 

Theo rem 1. If L££f0 then for any *-basis of L we have | / / |^/(Z.) + 1. 

P roof . Suppose that L can be obtained by inserting new elements into the 
distributive lattice D. Let N=L\D. We define a mapping 0: Jss(D)~^S?(H) by 

{j} if j£H (case a) 

{h£NC\H\j covers h and j=hVh^V ...Vhn for some hl,...,hn£H) if 
and this set is nonempty (case /?) 

{h£H\h=jVh1\/...VhB for some hu ...,h„^h; ...,hn£H} 
otherwise (case y). 

Since H is a »-basis $(j) is always nonempty. 
Now assume that for some j^k we have h£ <P(j)Cl <P(k). It is easy to check: 

that this can happen only in two cases: 
— #0 ' ) was defined according to case a and <P(k) was defined according to-

case y; 
— both and ${k) were defined according to case y. 
Suppose the latter. Then 

H=jVh1V...Vh„ = kVg1V...Vgm 

for some hx, ...,hn,g1, ...,gm£H with hlt ...,h„,g1, ...,gm<h. This implies 

j V ft i V . . . V /i„ = k V f i V . . . V g m 

and by distributivity 

j = 0 ' A f c ) V O - A g I ) V . . . V O ' A | J . 

Since j is join-irreducible in Z>, we have j=j/\gi for some 1 ^i^m. Then 

f.V/jjV.-.VAn = h 

and since H is a *-basis we have 

gyihy...Whn < h. 
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As ^¡V/iiV...V/in=/i( cannot hold (l^t^n) we have g^h^ ...\/hn=gi thus g£ N 
and h=gi, whence jVgj=h. Furthermore kWg^h, as otherwise which 
would imply gtW...\/gm=h, a contradiction. 

We obtained that if h£$(j)n$(k) for some j^k then h=K' and j\th' = 
=kVh'=h for some h'£NC\H. The same conclusion can be derived in a similar 
way if $(j) = {j}. 

It is easy to see that for any l£J0(D). Indeed, since h'£N and 
K'=h, the only possibility for h'£$(l) is l=h but then h'${h}=<P(l). 

Now suppose that there is a third element l£J0(D) with h£$(l). Then by the 
above observations for some h"£NC\H we have h=h" and j\Jh"=l\!h"=h. 
As h'Vh"=h cannot hold we must have h'=h" and j\Jh'=k\Jh'=lVh'=h. 
Assume that h' was inserted into the interval [a,h]. It is obvious that j\J a, k\Ja,. 
l\la>a. Further, they are pairwise distinct by Lemma B. If, say jMa=h, then 
jMa=k\lIVa. Then again by Lemma B we have j~k, I and either jsk or jsl, 
i.e. j=k or j—l. Hence the elements a < / V a, k\Ja, l\J a<h form a sublattice 
isomorphic to M3, the five element non-distributive modular lattice, which is a 
contradiction. 

Finally define 

H = {h£H\\{j\h£$(j)}\ = i} 

for i=0, 1,2. Summarizing the above observations we can write 

\H\ = i#„i+I#1I+I#2I ^ m + i m = 

jiJ0(D) 

A finite lattice is said to be planar if its Hasse diagram can be described in the 
plane by using non-intersecting straight line segments. 

Theo rem 2. Let L be a lattice of finite length. Then any two *-bases of L have 
the same number of elements i f f L is a planar distributive lattice. 

Proof . Let L be a planar distributive lattice and let HQL be a »-basis. Now 
for any join x1\/...\Jx„ in L there are 1 ^i, j^n such that xxV •••Vx„ = 
=x\/xj, i.e. b(L) (=the breadth of L) (see [5]). Consider the following map 
<P: J0(L)-*^(H) which was introduced in [2]: 

<{j} if j£H 
{hÇH\h=jVh1V...Vha for some hlt ..., hn < h; hlt ..., h„£H} 

if jiH. 

In view of Theorem A it is enough to show that for any j£J0(L) we have 
|$ ( j ) | = l and for any h£H there is a jeJ0(L) with hf<P(j). 
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Suppose that h^h' and h, h'£$(j), i.e. h=j\l hx\J ...V hm and h'=j\Ih{\J... 
• ••Vh'n for some hlt ..., h„-ch-, hu ..., hm£H and for some h[, ..., h'a<h', h[, ... 
...,h'n£H. By the starting note on joins h=jVhs and h'=j\Jh't for some l S i S m 
and for some l s í á n . Then h\Jh'—j\lhs\/h't and by b(L)^2 again, we have 
three possibilities: 

jyi's (a) 
hVh' = j\Jh't (b) 

hs\Jh', (c). 
In case (a) h\Jh'=h, whence h'\/hs—li. Since H is a basis, we must have h'=h. 
Case (b) is similar to case (a) and in case (c) we have j^hWh' =/isVh't where hs, 

By Lemma B this is a contradiction. 
Now le h0£H. If h0eJ0(L) then' h0£<P(h0). Let h0$J0(L). Then (again by 

b(L)^2) there are two incomparable elements j,j'£J0(L) such that jVj'=h0. 
If j£H then j'£H cannot hold, thus h0£$(j'). Suppose that rfH. Then /j=y'V/ii 
for some h^h; h£H. We have three possibilities: 

j'Vj" (a) 
jyyyh, = j\fhx (b) 

,/VAx (c). 

h0 then h0e<t>(j). If h~ h0 then j'\Jh=h0 yealds 

h then h0\Jhl=h con-

Case (a). Then h^h0. If h 

Case (b). Then h0sh. If h0=h then h0£<P(j). If h0 

tradicts the fact that H is a *-independent subset. 
Case (c). Then j ^ j ' M i a n d j ^ j ' , a contradiction. 
Now suppose that L is not a planar distributive lattice. If L is not modular then 

as it was shown in [4], L contains a c-sublattice L0 isomorphic to Lk l / s i ) , 
B or B' (see the diagram). 

(A sublattice L0 of a lattice L is a c-sublattice if a<b in Z, whenever a<b in L0.) 
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It is straightforward to check that in each case there is a *-basis H0QL0 and 
there is a maximal chain C0QL0 with | / /0 |> |C0 | . Let a=x0< ...<xm=a0 and 
b0=y0< ...<ya=b be two maximal chains between a and a0 and between b0 and b, 
respectively, where a=AL, b=\/L and a0=f\LB, b0=VL0. Then H=H0U{x0, ... 
..., xm}U ..., y„} is a »-independent subset (which can be extended to a »-basis 
of L) and C=C 0 U {x0,..., x„}U ..., }>„} is a maximal chain of L (which is itself 
a »-basis of L) such that \H\>\C\. 

If L is modular but not distributive then L contains M3 as a c-sublattice (see [3]). 

Since M3 has a »-basis with 4 elements, we can argue as above, in the non-modular 
case. If L is distributive and L is not planar then L contains a cube (see the diagram) 
as a c-sublattice (cf. [6]) and again, we can argue as in the non-modular case. 
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